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Car-centric planning is widely recognised as underpinning an air-polluting, energy-wasting and
unhealthy century-long mobility paradigm. This is a flawed one-sided paradigm that ought to change as
the need for climate change action and improved air quality becomes day by day more urgent.
Transport decarbonisation measures on the one hand, and smart mobility initiatives on the other, all
capable of crafting a new travel behaviour ethos need to become the decisive pillars of a transition to
low carbon futures. Transport researchers should contribute actively to this quest meaning to recalibrate
our travel eco-systems. They can do that by identifying ways that transport systems can become
smarter, more sustainable, fairer, more inclusive and cleaner and by evaluating and quantifying, when
this is possible, transport policy implementation impact.

The presentations can cover a wide range of green mobility initiatives that have the potential to help
developing a pathway to a net zero emission vision including among others studies on:

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans electric and hybrid vehicles smart public transport smart logistics and
freight mobility-as-a-Service micromobility walking cycling eco driving autonomous Vehicles urban air
mobility transport and air quality.

Mobility

For the Mobile Lives Forum, mobility is understood as the process of how individuals travel across
distances in order to deploy through time and space the activities that make up their lifestyles. These
travel practices are embedded in socio-technical systems, produced by transport and communication
industries and techniques, and by normative discourses on these practices, with considerable social,
environmental and spatial impacts.
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Practical informations :

Please submit your abstract by 17 January 2022 in the following page:
https://www.herts.ac.uk/airqualityconference/abstract-submissions


